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Ref:

Final Investigation Case # 01-63

Please find attached the Ombudsman’s Investigation Report, Case # 01-63. This is the first formal
report from the Office of the Ombudsman since it was established by code in July of last year. The
majority of inquiries to the Ombudsman have been resolved informally, without the need for a formal
report. In this case, the Bureau disagreed with our primary recommendations. Since the
Ombudsman has no authority to issue directives or mandates, City code authorizes the Ombudsman
to issue a formal public report so that others may review the issue. The Bureau’s response is
included at the back of the report.
It is our sincere hope that with broader review of the issues raised in this report, we will accomplish
two things. First, reconsideration of the specific recommendation to cancel or refund the penalties
assessed against the complainants; and second, that the policies and procedures associated with code
compliance and the assessment of fees and penalties be reviewed and amended where necessary,
with the ultimate objective of seeing that they are always fairly applied.

Gary Blackmer
City Auditor

cc: Margaret Mahoney, Director, ODPR

Michael P. Mills
Ombudsman

Ombudsman Investigation
Case Number: ___01-63____

Complaint:
Marsha and Timothy Joy complained that they were unfairly fined, penalized, and assessed
as a result of their contractor not obtaining a “reconnect permit” for their single family rental
home.

Investigation:
Marsha and Timothy Joy own a single-family rental house in the 4500 block of NE 85th
Avenue in Portland. In April of 1997, wind related damage caused the electrical power
source to become disconnected from the house. On 04/14/97, at the Joy’s direction, JPC
Electrical Services completed the reconnection of electrical service to the house. The Joy’s
paid a total of $232.46 to JPC for the service. The JPC invoice (#6832) included
itemization for a “Reconnect Permit” fee of $70, which was to have been paid to the City of
Portland.
On 09/12/98, the Bureau of Buildings (now OPDR, the Office of Planning and Development
Review) issued an “Inspection Report” to Marsha and Timothy Joy for not having a permit
for the electrical work completed. The “No Permit” fee was $150, and the “Penalty” was an
additional $500. On 09/20/98, the Bureau of Buildings sent notice to Marsha and Timothy
Joy explaining code requirements, code violation penalties, need to correct, and the
financial consequences if not corrected. (Note: There was no record located indicating that
these fees were billed.)
Shortly after receiving the notice, Marsha Joy called the Bureau of Buildings, explaining that
they had paid the contractor for the permit. Per the Bureau of Buildings’ request, Marsha
Joy sent a fax of the proof of payment to the Bureau of Buildings (September). Marsha Joy
attempted to resolve the matter at that time by offering to pay the permit fee again, this time
directly to the City. Marsha Joy was advised that since it was a rental property, the
electrical contractor would have to apply for a permit and make payment for the permit.
Marsha Joy was reportedly told that they could not pay the amount owed for the permit,
which the contractor failed to obtain. While Marsha Joy indicated that she was told she
would be assisted in resolving the problem, she did not receive a response after sending
the copy of invoice showing that she had paid JPC for the work and for the permit.
Marsha and Timothy Joy were sent a letter from Bureau of Buildings (11/03/98) stating that
the deadline set for compliance had not been met, and that the property was now subject to
monthly penalties. The letter contained notice of the opportunity to request, in writing, a
review of the decision within 15 days.

Within several days, Marsha Joy reportedly called the Bureau of Buildings and explained
that she had paid the contractor for the permit. The Bureau of Buildings reportedly asked
Marsha Joy to send the documentation that she had paid the contractor for the permit.
Again, Marsha Joy sent by fax the invoice indicating payment for the permit to JPC. (Again,
Marsha Joy indicated they did not receive a response.)
The lack of resolution resulted in the Assessments and Liens Division of the Auditor’s
Office beginning to send Assessment Notices and Billing Statements to Marsha and
Timothy Joy (12/01/98) as a Code Compliance Violation, Code Enforcement Fee. Before
the end of the year (1998) Marsha and Timothy Joy contacted the State Contracting Board
and found out that JPC Electrical Services had ceased business.
The Assessments and Liens Division records indicate that Marsha Joy was transferred by
telephone to the Bureau of Buildings on 12/03/98.
The Assessments and Liens Division sent a second Assessment Billing to Marsha and
Timothy Joy (01/07/99). In the hope of resolving the matter, the Joy’s made payment in full
to the City in the amount of $146.23 on 01/21/99. However, in accordance with OPDR
provisions, the violation still persisted, therefor the Assessments and Liens Division
continued to send Billing Statements with new fees, new penalties and new interest
charges. Out of frustration and lack of knowing what they needed to do, the Joy’s efforts to
resolve the matter were suspended.
Marsha and Timothy Joy’s efforts to resolve the matter resumed again in September of
1999. They made a number of calls to City officials in attempts to stop the continuation of
the lien and assessment. They were frustrated over the fact that their payment of the lien
and assessment did not stop the billings.
OPDR approved the electric service reconnect under Permit (#124006ET) on 02/02/00.
OPDR advised Marsha and Timothy Joy that they were able to locate the contractor and
obtain the original reconnect permit fee. There was no indication of any penalties (i.e. the
customary 200% of regular fees or $150) served against the contractor for failing to obtain
the necessary permit for which he had collected fees. While this approval stopped any new
code compliance assessments, it did nothing to remove the liens that had accrued up until
this time, nor did it stop the continuing accrual of interest (12%).
Marsha Joy called OPDR in August of 2000, and provided OPDR the background
information explaining the contractor had been paid fees for the permit. Several days
passed and Marsha Joy called OPDR. Marsha Joy reported that she was told that she
would have to get an attorney and sue JPC Electrical Services in an attempt to recover the
assessment and lien amount due, yet in the interim, she would be responsible to pay the
amount due in full.

OPDR Code Compliance sent a form (08/17/00) to the Assessments and Liens Division
requesting that the Lien be “Set to Open” and to cancel bills from April through August.
Records indicate that five months were credited to the account in the amount of $725.17;
however, it is uncertain whether any explanation was given to the Joys.
The Assessments and Liens Division sent a written notice on 08/24/00, to Marsha and
Timothy Joy stating that the Bureau of Buildings (now OPDR) directed that Lien # 119597
be removed from revolving status, and that no additional principal would be assessed on
this lien. However, late charges and interest continued to accrue until paid in full, which at
that time amounted to $2,196.83.
On or about 01/26/01, Marsha Joy called Liens and Assessments and was transferred to
OPDR in order to help reach resolution. No resolution was apparently reached.
The Assessments and Liens Division sent a letter to Marsha and Timothy Joy on 06/08/01,
in response to their call to attempt resolution. A Payment Plan was offered. However,
Marsha and Timothy Joy did not sign the agreement to pay the full amount, as they did not
believe the charges were justified. The charges had increased to $2,427.98.
The Office of the Ombudsman received a call from the complainants on 07/31/01,
explaining that a number of attempts to resolve the issue with OPDR had been
unsuccessful. This office requested additional information from the complainants, including
documentation and a summary of the events. The Ombudsman notified OPDR of the
complaint on 08/13/01, and advised OPDR that detailed information had been requested
from the complainants.
OPDR responded on 08/20/01 by e-mail that this was a code compliance case and that
electrical service and electrical wiring was done in a rental residence without a permit. The
message explained that in January of 2000 a permit was applied for, issued, and finaled in
February. The response explained that the case was closed and the code compliance
assessments were stopped (not removed) as of the end of February 2000. The lien was
left to continue to accrue interest charges. While the case was closed by OPDR, it was not
resolved in the opinion of the Joy’s.
On 08/21/01, the Ombudsman Office sent a summary of the case details, as described by
Marsha Joy, to OPDR and asked for their review of the description and to identify any
discrepancies. No response to the summary was received. Again, on September 7, our
office asked OPDR to review the description with the expectation of having OPDR
reconsider its position on the case. No Response was received. On September 25, our
office sent a summary of all open OPDR cases to OPDR to assist them in responding to
our inquiries. This case was included among the 18 open cases, and was the only case
with the highest priority level rating. This case was also used as the example in a message
to the OPDR Director on October 22. Several attempts to meet with OPDR on open cases
have been unsuccessful. OPDR requested meetings be delayed due to strike preparations
and other reasons. Since the complaint summary was sent on August 21, no response was
received from OPDR until the response to this Investigation (01/10/02).

Findings & Conclusions: The complaint is Sustained. While the City may have followed
prescribed laws with respect to this code violation, there was not a reasonable avenue
available for Marsha and Timothy Joy to resolve the matter, despite their repeated attempts
to do so. The outcome unfairly punished the Joys for a violation committed by their
contractor.
Without a response from OPDR to the complaint summary during our investigation, it was
difficult to make definitive findings and draw conclusions. However, based on the
information available, this office concluded the following:
1. Marsha and Timothy Joy did hire and pay a licensed electrical contractor for the
electrical service and electrical wiring to reconnect electrical power to a single family rental
residence that they owned. The fees paid by the Joys to the contractor included a fee for
the required “reconnect” permit from the City.
2. There was no record located to indicate that the contractor applied for or obtained the
required permit from the City at the time the work was performed, even though this permit
was required by City Code and the contractor had collected fees for the permit from the
Joys.
3. The contractor caused the violation, one of not obtaining the required permit, not the
Joys. There was no evidence found to indicate that Marsha and Timothy Joy had any
knowledge that the contractor had not acquired the required permit for which they had paid.
4. Marsha and Timothy Joy made a reasonable number of good faith efforts to resolve the
problem once it was brought to their attention. On several occasions, Marsha Joy provided
information requested by the City with the belief that the information would resolve the
matter. Their efforts were unsuccessful. It is not clear whether the Joys attempted to
formally appeal the decision within the initial 15-day period provided. There are records
indicating a number of telephone calls from Marsha Joy to the Bureau to correct the
problem and avoid financial penalties. Since Bureau officials were initially working with her
to resolve the matter, Marsha Joy was unaware of any need to request a formal appeal.
Short of hiring a new contractor to obtain a permit and duplicate the work, which did not
occur to Marsha Joy, there did not appear to be a reasonable avenue available to correct
the violation. Marsha and Timothy Joy were not allowed to pay the cost of the permit, being
told that since it was a rental property only a licensed contractor would be allowed to apply
and make payment.
5. While Marsha and Timothy Joy are ultimately responsible for work on their property, the
process penalized the victim of contractor negligence rather than the contractor.
6. The penalties, assessments and lien, over $2,600, are not commensurate with the
violation of the contractor failing to forward the $66 payment to the City for the permit.

7. The code compliance process did not provide an easily understood, or easily available,
method to resolve the matter once it progressed. Marsha and Timothy Joy efforts to resolve
the matter by offering to make payment for the permit were declined without offer of a
feasible alternative. OPDR’s advice to Marsha Joy to sue the contractor rather than
attempting resolution was counter-productive.
8. Despite OPDR having a process in place to address complaints through the Director’s
Office, it does not appear that the Joys were ever advised of this process, nor was this
matter ever referred to this process by those involved.

Recommendations:
1. Cancel the fees and penalties assessed to the property owned by Marsha and Timothy
Joy based on their good faith and timely efforts to address the violation caused by their
contractor and the lack of a viable avenue of recourse available to correct the matter.
2. Improve internal systems or create new systems to address code violations at an early
stage in an effort to try to achieve compliance and to help avoid the accumulation of
assessments and liens. Measures to consider including:
•

Allow the current 15-day appeal period to be extended, at least in cases where
immediate life-safety concerns will not be compromised.

•

Establish a review or appeal process for those with assessments and liens to request
reductions of punitive penalties in exchange for meeting compliance requirements.
(Agreements could consider both the seriousness of the code violations as well as the
degree of effort made by the owners to comply.)

•

Establish a periodic schedule for review of all open accounts with outstanding
assessments and liens, and contact property owners to assist them is exercising the
options available to them for resolution.

•

When communicating with property owners or their contractors concerning violations or
potential violations, provide additional information (in writing or in conversation) on their
avenues within the City systems for appeal or review.

3. Increase enforcement action against contractors who do not obtain permits, particularly
those who have charged property owners for the required permits.

Comments:
During the 90 days that elapsed between sending the initial complaint to OPDR and the
draft investigation being sent to OPDR, they provided no comments or information. This
lack of response prevents the Office of the Ombudsman from assisting citizens and
resolving cases within a reasonable time period.
It is recognized that the existing OPDR procedures have been quite effective in achieving
compliance among hundreds of properties where code violations occur, particularly among
owners of rental properties who have neglected their compliance obligations to the
detriment of their tenants. However, there are a smaller number of owners who are not
scofflaws who find themselves in violation and have sincere intentions toward correcting the
problems once they are made aware of them. Those we should approach in a more
supportive manner.
The City has an obligation to make the compliance procedures reasonably understandable
and compliance easily attainable. It is not the City’s objective to make it difficult for property
owners to comply with code requirements in order to have a good number of them fail and
be subjected to fees, penalties and interest charges that will eventually accrue and become
a source of revenue. To the contrary, the objective is to achieve compliance with fees and
penalties used as a tool or incentive to reach that end.
There are costs associated with providing assistance to property owners. If there are
additional resources required, it should be allocated from the positive revenue flow that now
exists from code compliance programs.
And finally, as the City faces some of the most serious budget shortfalls in recent memory,
the pressure to find revenue will continue to increase. One very attractive means to obtain
additional revenue is to move forward on foreclosure of properties with delinquent accounts.
These accounts could return several million dollars. Before the City Council authorizes
these measures, the City must be certain that foreclosure actions are completely justified.
This may require a separate process to review case histories and determine if a
foreclosure action is justified before proceeding.

Agency Response:
On January 10, 2002, the Director of OPDR responded to the Investigation Case # 01-63.
The response is attached in its entirety to this report. The response did not dispute any of
the facts described in the Investigation section of the report. The response did disagree
with the Findings and Conclusions, which sustained the complaint.

In response to the Recommendations, OPDR indicated that the fees and penalties for
March and April 2000 will be cancelled. (Records indicate that OPDR had already
authorized the Assessments and Liens Division to cancel these bills on August 17, 2000.)
OPDR indicated that they are working on a revision of their enforcement procedures using
a citation as the primary mechanism. OPDR indicated that they report violations by
contractors, but did not indicate if a report was made on the contractor involved in this case.
In response to our Comments, OPDR indicated that penalties and fees are assessed, “as a
last resort toward compliance, and are used as a tool to get there”. While we believe that is
indeed their goal, and may be true in the majority of cases, there are cases such as this one
where it is not followed. Despite considerable efforts on the part of Marsha and Timothy
Joy, penalties and fees were continually assessed against their property for over a year
before R. Young was able to assist them by obtaining payment from the contractor and
finaling the permit in February of 2000.

Outcomes:
While outcomes are unclear at this time, it is our hope that through additional review and
discussion of these issues improvement to the process can be realized.

Attached: OPDR Memorandum, Received: Jan. 10, 2002

mpm.01/11/02.

